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UNDERWATER PHILATELY !

RICHARD DONITHORN

Swiss stamps provide a wealth of opportunities for thematic collectors of all shades to find choice items
to add to their precious collection. Swiss philatelists know that their chosen theme can be amply
illustrated from the wealth of stamps, illustrated postal stationery, private stationery, publicity
cancellations, charity stamps and cards, revenue stamps, booklets, miniature sheets/sheetlets, annual
Stamp Day covers and official postcards issued over the years.
But what theme to choose ? Castles, butterflies, birds, traditional costumes, Swiss History and Heraldry
come immediately to mind, Collectors who consider themselves more as postal historians rather than
thematic collectors might think of – Transportation of Mail by different modes (air, train, lake steamer,
motorised or horse-drawn postal coaches), Special Flights, Heimat Collections (i.e. mail related to a
particular canton, town or village), Military Mail and Soldier Stamps, Internees' and POW's mail, Hotel
Stamps, National Exhibitions or International Offices (including the United Nations).
Looking through my albums I soon realised the choice of subject is vast. Taking a theme at random –
say, 'Fish' (one I know little about, despite being the grandson of a Cornish fisherman), the 'key stamps'
alone make an attractive display of different species – see illustrations. They include : 6 Pro Juventute
(including in the margins of the Zug and Schaffhausen Coat of Arms), 4 Pro Patria (biblical,
archaeological, fossil), 2 Definitives, 4 Commemoratives and 2 Trial Prints.
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Strangely, although there have been many depictions of the beautiful Swiss rivers and lakes on their
stamps, no fishing boats are depicted on their sparkling waters.
Fish also grace the covers of three Pro Juventute booklets – in 1995, 1996 and 1997 and appear on
three official first day cancellations – Pro Juventute 1995, Pro Patria 1965 and for the first Special Stamp
set issued in 1971. And don't forget the symbolic fish in the selvage at the base of the miniature sheetlet
for the Swiss/China Joint Issue in 1998 (OZ120). Please let me know if you have any thoughts on where
else this 'lateral (or rather vertical) thinking' into the underwater world could take us ?
(The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for allowing it to publish illustrations of their products)
THE PHILATELY OF LIECHTENSTEIN
In earlier times the Society benefited from occasional visits and articles on this topic from the Honorary
Secretary of the then, British Liechtenstein Study Circle, Mr. J. Beken and others. In recent years your
Newsletter has largely been devoid of articles on the philately of Liechtenstein. This is primarily due to
the total dearth of suitable material (news items/articles) being submitted for publication and perhaps
symptomatic of a decline in our current membership's interest in the subject. Nevertheless, I'm aware of
one or two members who would certainly champion the claims of Liechtenstein for more coverage. The
country's close association with Switzerland's postal system and the very high production/design quality
of many of their stamp issues (particularly in the 1922 to say 1960 period) certainly warrant greater
attention.
The German-language 'Liechtensteinische Briefmarken Katalog' (the 'LBK') is an ideal reference book,
as are the standard joint Swiss/Liechtenstein catalogues of Zumstein and the VSBH.
Useful articles on Liechtenstein have been published in our Society's Newsletter over the years and are
listed in the Newsletter Index. They are all obtainable from the Society's Librarian on request; or you
could order a copy of the Society's Archive CD-ROM and, assuming that you have a personal computer,
you can read them all at your leisure. An interesting introductory article on the subject appeared in
'STAMPmagazine' in March 2012.
In Oregon U.S.A. there is a specialised society you could contact for further information – the
'Liechtenstudy', P.O. Box 601, Dundee, OR 97115-0601, USA. or visit their website – liechtenstudy.org
It publishes a full-colour English-language newsletter four times a year. Copies of the newsletter from
1982 to 2005 can be viewed or downloaded from the website. If anyone is aware of an equivalent
organisation in Britain, Canada or Australasia I would be happy to publish the details.
Contacts for the Liechtenstein Postal Service – Liechtensteinische Post AG, Philatelie Liechtenstein,
Postfach 1000, 9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein; Telephone - +423 399 44 66; Online shop – www.philatelie;
Email – briefmarken@post.li
I would welcome thoughts on this subject and would be pleased to include some Liechtenstein – related
information in future Newsletters if anyone is able to send me suitable material.
HOT NEWS - Our Chairman, David Hope, had a 4-page article published in the August edition of
'STAMPmagazine' on the Pro Patria' issues. - Due to increases in postal rates, the charge for a copy of
the Society's CD-ROM 'Swiss Philatelic Research' has been increased to £6, but is still great value for
money! - The AHPS have published a new book on the 1944 World War II period of Swiss Mail.
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The topic of 'Post Cards' (originally suggested by Peter Hobbs) proved to be very popular, as reflected in
the numerous displays :
Swiss Railways (Ray Clegg) - Ray has always had a fascination with Swiss railways. He selected some
regional lines in central Switzerland for his display. His first choice was the Brünigbahn, which ran
between Lucerne and Interlaken, formerly the only metre gauge line of the national SBB but now a part
of the merged Zentralbahn with the former Lucerne-Engelberg Bahn between Lucerne and Interlaken.
He showed cards with period illustrations of the line in the days of steam and early electric traction,
scenic views in summer and winter from the line, reproductions of classic posters and also a plan of the
gradients, which necessitated rack operation on parts of the line. He then moved on to the Brig-VispZermatt Railway, now a part of the Matterhorn-Gotthard Bahn with the Furka-Oberalp Bahn, again
showing a wide selection of operations on the line from different periods. He concluded with the
Mürrenbahn which is an electric metre gauge line running above the Lauterbrunnen Valley.
Military (John Milliner) - John started with some First World War humorous cards, then added military
service scenes including some field post, from 1913, and cards of several military barracks including
those at Geneva and Montreux and in the mountain areas of the Gotthard, Simplon, Pilatus and Rigi.
Chocolate Company Cards (Eric Lienhard) - Eric showed a selection of cards from the Suchard
Company. Large sets were issued in both monochrome and colour and there were also variations in
different types being featured. Representative samples of each type were displayed as well as some
Suchard postal stationery cards. Finally there were examples of cards from the Cailler and Nestlé
companies.
The Jura Region (Neville Nelder) - Neville majored on local events such as shooting festivals and
agricultural fairs concluding with cards showing military activity in the area during the First World War.
The Gotthard (Claude Mistely) - Claude’s definition of the Gotthard Region was roughly the area
between Lucerne and the Italian frontier in southern Ticino, approximately the route of the railway
line. He gave a brief account of the Gotthard Railway, showing cards of the scenery of the area and of
steam and electric engines that were used as well as scenes of the railway line from its opening in
1882 up to its centenary and views of both entrances of the Gotthard Tunnel. There were also
pictures of the Gotthard Pass road including the passage over the Batzberg which was used in
ancient times before the Devil’s Bridge over the Schollenen Gorge, previously an impasse, was built.
The old and new bridges were also shown as well as the monument commemorating the battle for
the bridge during the Napoleonic Wars. The road over the pass was improved in the early 19th
century enabling the use of horse drawn and, later, motor postal coaches. Cards showing both types
were displayed as well as reproductions of posters for these services and the railway. He concluded
with cards of the Gotthard motorway constructed in 1980.
Horses (Rosalind Ragg) - There was a lot of ingenuity in Rosalind’s selection of cards. She showed a
reproduction of Rudolph Koller’s famous painting 'The Gotthard Post' but she also found several
commemorative cards such as the 1893 Zürich Exhibition card, as well as military, Pro Juventute and
National Festival cards which included horses in part or all of their designs. For additional
entertainment she displayed a number of cards illustrating “The Language of Stamps” based on
Swiss stamps.
The Swiss Army at Work and Play 1914 -1918 (Peter Vonwiller) - Peter showed a good variety of
standard pictorial, military and Pro Juventute cards depicting different military activities, as well as
National Festival cards without imprinted stamps for use by troops during the First World War.
Environmental Health (Alison Kirkpatrick) - Alison made clever use of Swiss post cards to show
aspects of the environmental work in which she was engaged as part of her job. The wide range of
subjects included medical attention, care homes and other accommodation facilities, water
contamination, farmers’ markets, child minding, playgrounds and nurseries.
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In giving the vote of thanks, the Southern Group Chairman Fred Hoadley praised all who had displayed
for showing a well-assorted and very interesting range of subjects. Unfortunately Peter Hobbs was
unable to attend the meeting, but he has sent in illustrations of some of the more choice items of his
large collection of cards. Hopefully, the sample below should whet your appetite. Whilst in Geneva in the
1970s Peter was lucky enough to accumulate a large number of postcards when the flea market sellers
had suitcases full of cards at 50c. each. At the time he was primarily interested in the cancellations, but
since then he has learnt to appreciate the interest collectors have in the picture-sides. The early cards
vary in quality. Many were retouched or consisted of a montage of several images.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 1 – A card from the early 1890s produced by Charnaux Frères & Cie. of Geneva shows a very high
standard of photography and printing. It is known that their cards were on sale in London at that time,
presumably for collectors.
Fig. 2 – A panoramic view of Geneva at the turn of the century also illustrates the fine detail achieved on
high-quality prints. An insight into the city's social history can be seen at bottom left – communal washing
lines on barges moored in the Rhône near to the power station.
Fig. 3 – Early tourists from Montreux enjoying the St Bernard route in summer 1906. Comfortably seated
in their wagon with its banks of seats – a true 'char-à-banc'.
Fig. 4 – In contrast, a wintery scene showing a broken-down car being hauled up to the Grand St
Bernard Hospice by a horse with the proverbial 'St Bernards' leading the way.
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GOOD TO KNOW ! BY WERNER GATTIKER

The Toned Papers of the 1941/59 Intermediate Values
The 1941 Historical Design definitives (Z. 243-251 – S.G. 405-13) endured for nearly 20 years, but when
it became apparent in 1958 that stocks would not last until 1960 when the new Buildings Definitives
would take their place, four values had to be reprinted (Z. 339-342 – SG 408a, 409a, 411a, 413a).
Apparently, the stocks of the grey paper (80c and 1f.20) and the rose paper (90c and 2f) were exhausted
and rather than order an expensive new production of similar paper, it seems very probable that the PTT
discovered in their warehouse stocks of cream paper as used for the 60c value and of lilac paper as
used for the 70c value (both replaced in 1949 by the Technology 60c and 70c stamps). So as a stop-gap
economy measure, they seem to have used that old 1941 stamp paper in 1958 and 1959 to reprint the
90c value and the 2f. value on the cream paper of the redundant 60c, and to reprint the 80c value and
the 1f.20 value on the lilac paper of the previous 70c value.
There is sometimes a bit of confusion over these toned papers, but by comparing the 1958/59 values
with the 1941 60c and 70c it should become easy, although it must be said that the strong carmine
colour of the 1959 90c value tends to turn the cream paper very slightly rosy, but nothing like the pink
1941 paper.
AUCTION NEWS
The Society has received the 'Lists of Prices Realised' at Corinphila Auktionen AG's Auction in Zürich in
April 2012. They write : 'The enclosed lists of results show some really extraordinary hammer prices.......
many spectacular results : CHF 324,000 including buyer's premium for the largest block of all Swiss
Cantonal issues in private ownership. The sheet corner pair of the Basel Dove from the recently proved
second printing plate sold for CHF 150,000. The UPU special collection had an auction starting price of
CHF 422,000 but achieved CHF1.1 million including buyer's premium.
Bidders from all over the world were either personally present or had agents in the room, with many
bidders live on the Internet throughout or in direct telephone contact with the packed auction room.
Collectors from all over the world were drawn to the special 'Seebub – Klassik Schweiz' and 'Severin –
UPU' collections because of our luxuriously produced special single owner Corinphila catalogues …
Never before have we had such a high number of 'hits' on the Corinphila homepage and website than
during the days of this auction. ….... number of new customers …..... Both we and our customers have
seldom experienced philately more intensely ….' The Catalogues and Lists of Prices Realised are
available for inspection in the Society's Library.
NEXT HPS REGIONAL MEETINGS
.
Northern Region - Saturday 15th September 'New Acquisitions/ Members' Choice' - All Members ;
Saturday 6th October 'Definitives 1960-68' - David Whitworth. Both meetings will take place at
Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.pm. Further details from David Hope
Tel. 0161 303 0091. Southern Region -- Saturday 20th October 2012 – 'Airmails' – All Members – at the
Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire commencing at 10.30.am. Further details
from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.
OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
4th - 7th October NABA Stans 2012 Swiss National Stamp Exhibition (Grade I) in Stans (Canton
Nidwalden) – www.naba-stans-2012.ch
1st - 3rd November UK Philatex at the Royal Horticultural Halls London – www.stampshows.net
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REPORT ON OUR MEMBERS' DISPLAYS AT THE ANNUAL MEETING IN APRIL 2012
The last item on the agenda of the HPS's Annual National Meeting on the Sunday morning, 'Members'
Displays', was well worth waiting for. The quality and range of material was truly 'breath-taking' and more
than justified the distances all those present had travelled to attend. Eleven Members contributed to the
entertainment – some providing 30 sheets or more. The space available here to describe them cannot
hope to do them all full justice, but these brief summaries should help to give a flavour :
Wrappers for Printed Matter (Eric Lienhard) - from the first in 1883 up to 1948 including various Tell-Boy
overprints and printings for private companies. Also some items related to the Swiss National Exhibition
in Zürich in 1883 including pictures of the buildings and displays (from the official souvenir booklet) and
postmarks, labels etc. showing the crossbow symbol for 'Swiss Quality Products'.
Swiss Postal Coaches (David Hope) – illustrations of the various vehicles in service on postcards, maxicards and illustrated postal stationery as well as some mail clearly carried on particular routes.
Modes of Transport for Mail (Ian Gilchrist) – by air, land and sea. Two particular examples – a card
carried by dog sleigh mail in 1936 and a cover delivered in 1917 by bicycle (with a pink label -'par
Cycliste') from the Diplomatic Office in the Parliament Building in Berne to an office also in that city.
The Federal Palace in Berne (Claude Mistely) which opened on 1st August 1902, including illustrations
on postcards and the four relevant stamps; commemorative covers (e.g. the visit of our Queen to
Switzerland in 1980), a cover in 1958 from the Office of the Swiss President including his autograph;
special cancellations on mail sent from the Palace (First use of the Bern Fil Bundeshaus postmark was
on 1st January 1899. A later use on a card to Germany dated 19th May 1903 was shown. There were
also examples of the next postmark Bern 3 Bundeshaus that was in use until 1965.). A registration label
(only used between 1st June 1899 and 30th June 1909) on a letter posted on 30th March 1909 was also
shown. A particularly unusual item was a card from the Swiss Legation in Romania written during the
War in March 1943 to Geneva that was put in the diplomatic bag, taken to the Palace, and then posted
on 1st April at the Bundeshaus Bern 3 Post Office for despatch to Geneva. Claude mentioned that, if you
are contemplating starting a similar collection, he has found it difficult to obtain suitable material,
particularly related mail.
The Early Imperforate Issues of Switzerland (John Millener) – a very comprehensive display, including
some examples of forgeries and their use on registered post. The display opened with a fine used and
certified copy of the Geneva 'Large Eagle' of 1846 followed by a lightly used copy of the small 15 cents,
Rayon 3. There followed a cover franked with a dark Rayon 1, 5 rappen of 1850, together with a 10
rappen Rayon 2, giving a rate of 15 rappen to collect 1f 22½ cents by C.O.D. Next a selection of other
rayons on entires and a number of sheets of 'Strubels' showing a variety of interesting shades on both
stamps and entires. The display concluded with a number of letters to other countries including the 40
cents rate to both France and Italy; several sheets of forgeries in large blocks including rayons and a
sheet of 60 of the 1851 Geneva 5 cents 'Poste Locale'. The provenance of these forgeries was the
subject of interesting debate.
Use of Pro Patria Stamps on Cover (Norton Wragg) - including Mail to India and Tchad ; a cover with a
privately produced label denoting a 'Value declared packet' ; covers from Campione legitimately franked
with Swiss stamps in the early 1950s ; covers to foreign destinations with full sets of Pro Patria stamps
exactly making up the correct postal rate (e.g. combinations of airmail, registered post, express post or
printed matter rates) ; covers relating to Swiss members of the Neutral Nations Peacekeeping Force in
Korea and a wide variety of K-cancels all applied to Pro Patria stamps.
Interesting Military-related Items (Wendy Lamble) - including correspondence on typewriter reply cards
from soldiers to military uniform suppliers ; mail of troops in the First and Second World Wars illustrating
clashes with postal regulations ; an example of 'The Enemy is Listening' cancellation and an order to
report for military service in 1939.
Postal History - Mail by Rail (Fred Hoadley) – an extensive display of covers and cards illustrating the
variety of material available on this subject. Also two sheets of Bundesfeier cards intended for Airmail
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use – various foreign rates to Finland and Germany including printed matter rate. He also showed five
items carried by ship on the Bodensee and Vierwaldstättersee. 'Lake Steamer Mail' is a new collecting
venture for Fred which fits in quite nicely with his studies of 'Swiss Railways and TPOs'. He confesses
that he knows very little about this subject and would welcome background information on steamer
operating companies, the various routes, timetables and start and end dates.
Postage Dues (David Colman) – a very comprehensive display showing complete sets of all the main
varieties, each variety other than the blue granite series of 1882 being illustrated by one or more covers.
Examples included : a Standing Helvetia 20c bisect 66A sent to Bex in 1880 which was invalid postage
and attracted a 10c due; three covers in 1944 from Lugano in Italy to Campione underpaid with Swiss
stamps of different values attracting postage due paid in Italy by varying combinations of Commune of
Campione definitives and a British commemorative 1953 Coronation cover with 2½d stamp to
Switzerland posted the day after the Coronation (was any post collected on Coronation day?), postage
due.
Mobile Post Offices' Cancellations (Kit Jarman) - Examples of most of the cancellations of the six mobile
post offices (used primarily at events) in the various languages. Kit reported that he had found examples
in Italian 'difficult to come by' and in Romansch 'almost impossible'. His display included examples of the
varieties of cancellation used in No. 3 MPO with the month written in Roman and Arabic numerals and in
Nos. 4 and 6 MPOs without the word 'Poste'.
Recent Acquisitions (Richard Donithorn) - including commemorative flight covers for the Swiss National
Exhibition in 1939, humorous military-related cards, some useful reference books and Swiss Post's
latest free stamp album for young collectors.
A WORD FROM YOUR EDITOR
I have used this edition to catch up on Society reports and provide a little more information for those of
our members who admit to being 'relative novices' and seeking direction. I have several more specialist
articles awaiting a slot for publication, but can always do with fresh material. How about an article on
'Why I Began and Continue to Collect Swiss', 'The Favourite Item in Your Collection' (with a picture),
reports on your visit to stamp exhibitions (i.e. its significance to Swiss collecting) or your experiences of
researching or bidding at auctions through the Internet and/or buying on eBay. I am also still seeking one
or more volunteer translators to produce occasional short articles to alert our members of significant
items in philatelic journals written in French or German. Just give me a ring !
THEMATICS
Are you a thematic collector ? - You may think you're not, but two articles in the March edition of the
British Thematic Association's journal 'Themescene' may give you food for thought. Although they do not
refer directly to Swiss material they do emphasise the close links between postal historians and the
thematic collector. The first, 'Telling a Story Using Postal History' by Jim Etherington, concentrates on
British wartime experiences in 1940. The other, 'Thematic Postal History' by John Hayward, is the last of
his introductory series on Thematics and highlights various ways of transporting mail, including ship mail.
The BTA is holding a 'Fun with Philately' weekend for its members in Oxford on 5th - 7th October. For
further details, their website is www.brit-thematic-assoc.com
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CALLUM WATSON

I have a query which one of the members out there just may be
able to help me with. The accompanying illustration shows a most
odd item. It came with a job lot of odds and ends of forgeries, poor
genuine Strubels, and tatty covers that I acquired a while ago, and
though I was able to classify and deal with the rest, this one has me
stumped – and not only me ! I sent a scan to a dealer friend in
Switzerland, and he asked around. The suggestions varied from an
unrecorded forgery (but of what ?), through an unrecorded hotel
stamp (unlikely) to an outright spoof. What is most odd is the
heading TESSINO, which is neither TESSIN nor TICINO, but just
could be the name of a hotel. The design is not unlike the
Neuchâtel in many ways, and it appears to be cancelled by some
kind of Rosette. Can anybody shed any light on this oddity ?
USEFUL INFORMATION ON SWISS PHILATELY FOR 'RELATIVELY NOVICE COLLECTORS'
Information on Swiss stamps in English, particularly suitable for those just starting out in this collecting
area, can be found in the Society's Library. Recommended are :
'The Special Issue of 'Stamp Collecting' April 1971 which includes articles from a number of our
members past and present including, Wing Commander R. F. Bulstrode O.B.E. (Swiss “Earlies”), Felix
Ganz ('Postal Stationery of Switzerland'), Eric Lienhard ('Swiss Fiscal Stamps'), Lawrence Moore ('Swiss
Postal History'), Mrs. Edythe Rawnsley ('The Provisional Issues of Switzerland') and Ms. Elaine Wiltshire
('Bern – City of the Bears').
'Switzerland 1850 – 1958 Detailed information concerning the stamps of Switzerland – when, why and
how issued' – by Marian Carne Zinsmeister published by the Society of Philatelic Americans (SPA
Handbook No. 11).
A series of articles ('A Swiss Primer') by Dr. Felix Ganz and others published in the AHPS's 'Tell' in 1990
and appearing in our Newsletter in 2005 – 'Helvetia' (June) ; 'The Rayons' (July) ; 'Strubel:General
Information (August) ; 'Helvetia with Sword' (September) ; 'Tell Boy Stamps' (October) and 'Tell Portrait'
(November). Also a lengthy article by Mrs. Rawnsley on the Pro Patria 'Cantonal Coats of Arms' series
republished in parts in the HPSN in 2006.
Modern Philately – information sources in the HPSN mainly in Michael Rutherfoord's 'Did You Know?'s
and occasional articles such as 'Automatic Machine Labels' from the Dutch Swiss Society's
'Jungfraupost' republished in September 2006.
PRO JUVENTUTE
For further information on the Pro Juventute organisation see the following websites –
www.projuventute.ch ; and for details of their Centenary activities – www.100Jahrejung.ch An article in a
recent edition of the P.T.T's 'Focus on Stamps' clarified the period of validity of the Pro Juventute stamps
at the time they were issued, namely : up to 1915 – from 1st December to 28th February (i.e. 3 months);
1916–1928 – 5 months; 1929–1952 – 6 months; 1953–1963 – 7 months and since 1964 – unlimited
validity.
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